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BRANDS HATCH
Blancpain GT World Challenge - Europe



One of the world’s most iconic sporting venues, Brands Hatch 
plays host to a multitude of prestigious motorsport events on 

both two and four wheels..The Blancpain GT Series brings top-
line sports car racing to the venue. A natural amphitheatre 
offering unrivalled views of the action from various vantage 
points, Brands Hatch is known as Britain’s best loved motor 
racing circuit. And you can also experience it for yourself 
with a renowned programme of driving experiences and 
trackdays on offer.

There has been a race track at Brands Hatch since 1926, 
when the land was first used for grass track bike racing. 

In those days, competitors ran anti-clockwise, but the 
direction of the circuit was switched in 1954. The heritage 

of Brands is vast - name any famous driver from the last 50 
years or so and they are bound to have cut their teeth racing 

here. Brands Hatch’s unique combination of dips, cambers, 
fearsome corners and hills means it is still one of the world’s 

favourite racing circuits, and continues to go from strength 
to strength.
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PODIUM!2

ORANGE1 FFF RACING AGAIN ON THE PODIUM AT BRANDS HATCH!

The #563, after the fourth place set in Qualifying 1 by Caldarelli, was penalized for a contact in Race 1, whi-
le in the second race, Mapelli, starting from the 6th row due to rain in Q2, managed well its way through 
traffic and Full Course Yellow situations. After the driver change, with ORANGE1 FFF Racing taking the se-
cond-best time in the pit-stop, Caldarelli drove up to a podium spot, confirming an awesome potential. 
But satisfaction for the Chinese team not only came from overall results, as Phil Keen and Hiroshi Ha-
maguchi are now leading the Pro-Am standings in the Blancpain GT Series World Challenge Europe. 
The two champions, of British and Asia GT respectively, made a great Race-1, finishing second, while 
in Race-2, Hamaguchi climbed positions up to class victory, and the 14th final position, conque-
red at the very last corner in the last lap, crossing victorious the chequered flag. Very unfortunate 
round for the Silver Cup duo in the #555, Diego Menchaca and Taylor Proto. After a good pace 
shown in free practice, Diego was the involved in a bad accident in Q1, crashing at finishing 
upside-down at Paddock Hill Bend. Missing Q2, Proto drove the second stint after Diego on 
Sunday morning, but an engine issue, subsequent to the crash, forced the American to retire 
and withdraw from the second race. 

ORANGE1 FFF RACING continues its 
amazing start of the 2019 Blancpain GT 

Series campaign. After the emotional 
podium in the Endurance Cup at Monza, the 

squad fielding three Lamborghini Huracan 
GT3 EVOs scored a second place overall in 

Brands Hatch’s Race 2 thanks to Andrea 
Caldarelli and Marco Mapelli .

A great results was scored also in the 
PRO-AM class with Phil Keen and Hiroshi 

Hamaguchi, with a second place in Race 1 
and an amazing victory  at the last corner 

in Race 2.



BRANDS HATCH

 “THE TWO LAMBORGHINI FACTORY DRIVERS WERE THE PROTAGONISTS OF        
   RACE 2 WITH A GREAT COMEBACK, RECOVERING FROM THE ELEVENTH TO   
   THE SECOND POSITION!”

-motorsport.motorionline.com

ANDREA CALDARELLI AND MARCO MAPELLI REDEEM THEMSELVES AFTER THE 
PENALTY OF THE FIRST RACE WITH A SECOND PLACE IN RACE 2!

-Formulapassion.it
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ARMANDO DONAZZAN - ORANGE1 PRESIDENT
Amazing! Another mega podium for Orange1 FFF Racing Team 

after Monza, 2 races and 2 times on the podium, especially 
here in Brands Hatch that we made it with both cars! 

The crew was perfect on the pit stop, with no errors and 
very quick! I think this result is for the Team, for the hard 

preparation that they did to be prepared also in the Sprint, in 
which the time factor is crucial! Thanks to the whole team, our 

super drivers and Lamborghini squadra corse, we will continue 
like this!

FU SONGYANG - TEAM OWNER
“I can’t really find the right words to describe how happy I 

am after this round. I wasn’t at the track but I follow all the 
operations, and saw three podiums in just one day, something 

that makes me proud of our team and of the job done. This was 
our second appearance in the Blancpain GT Series in Europe, 

and we took the first victory in the Pro-Am class. I have to say 
that I’m a bit disappointed for the penalty given to Andrea 

in the first race, as a one-minute penalty, in my opinion and 
according to general wisdom in motorsport, should be given in 

case of a really serious infringement, while this was just a race 
incident for most observers. Anyway, we have shown again to be 

the best Lamboghini cars on the track, which is for me the most 
important thing. I’m a bit disappointed for the Silver Cup guys, 

but the most important fact is that Diego is fine. I’m sure that in 
Silverstone, next week-end, they will be back on top.”

ANDREA CALDARELLI - DRIVER #563
“I’m happy for the team. As a driver, there is really big 

satisfaction to bring back another podium for our 
guys. They did a mega pit stop and worked very hard 

during the winter, so we want to give the credit to all 
of them for this result.” 

MARCO MAPELLI - DRIVER #563
very well for sure! This is a team win because when 

you have so much such a quick pit stop with the guys 
on their first year in a blancpain sprint, this result is for 

them and we will continue like this, for sure! I’m very 
happy, we did an hard preparation during the winter 

and this result help us to keep high the motivation. 
Thanks to my team, our sponsors and Lamborghini 

squadra corse.

PHIL KEEN - DRIVER #519
I am very happy and proud of the result! We are now 

at the top of the Pro-AM standings, and we will fight 
in the next races to keep our consistency.

A big thanks to Hiroshi, who have a great drive in a 
new circuit for him, and special thanks also to all the 

team for the support and the hard work done. during 
this weekend.

HIROSHI HAMAGUCHI - DRIVER #519
“Yesterday was my very first day at Brands Hatch 

and this is not an easy track for Am drivers. I suffered 
all day, and today my first race wasn’t going well, 

but around six laps into the second race I found my 
rhythm. After that I was just chasing the guy in front 

and everything worked out very well. I have a good 
coach [teammate Phil Keen] and he told me what 

to do, so I took the victory in the last seconds of the 
race.”



CONGRATS TO ALL THE TEAM & DRIVERS FOR THIS 
INCREDIBLE WEEKEND IN BRANDS HATCH!
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